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Desktop OneDrive For Business In Windows 10.Q: How to represent NULL in JSON arrays and arrays of arrays I'm using jQuery.min.js in a project. I'm generating a JSON using getJSON() and then parsing it with $.parseJSON() in client side. The problem is that I'm only able to provide a string as an array and an array as a
string. What I want to have is an array as an array. I want to know how to pass a NULL value as an array and as a array of array. I got the following question - How do I get array as a JSON array? But the accepted answer doesn't look right since null is not allowed in JSON array. Some of the output looks like this: [

{name:"Sachin", city:"Mumbai", location:"UK"}, {name:"mohit", city:"Delhi", location:"UK"}, {name:"ab", city:"ad", location:"NH"}, {name:"me", city:"A", location:"JK"} ] [ {"name":"Sachin", "city":"Mumbai", "location":"UK"} ] Thanks in advance. A: If you want to send null values as an array, use the brackets notation, like
this: [{ 'name': 'Joe', 'city': 'Seattle', 'location': null },{ 'name': 'Jane', 'city': 'Tokyo', 'location': null }] Otherwise you can set the value for one of those elements to null, and make sure the value is true, like this: { 'name': 'Joe', 'city': 'Seattle', 'location': null } Then you can JSON.parse() the array of objects to the correct format

in JavaScript. For example, to parse your first example you would use: var yourJson = '[{' + 'name:' + 'Joe', 'city:' + 'Seattle', 'location:' + null + '},{' c6a93da74d
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